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Abstract— Control strategies for hybrid-electric vehicles
generally target several simultaneous objectives. The primary
one is the minimization of the vehicle fuel consumption, while
also attempting to minimize emissions and to maintain or 
enhance drivability. Hybrid electric vehicle improvements in 
fuel economy and emissions strongly depend on the energy
management strategy and vehicle powertrain configuration.
This paper presents an overview of state-of-the-art energy
management approaches for the control of different hybrid
electric powertrain configurations.

I. INTRODUCTION
The gas price increase in the last few years and the 

pressure to become less dependable from foreign oil is
driving the market of passenger vehicle and heavy duty
trucks towards hybrid electric solutions that allow high fuel
economy, low emissions and enhanced drivability. As a
result, there is an increasing research interest in efficient 
hybrid electric powertrain configurations and in the design
of corresponding control strategies. Depending on the
particular application, some powertrain topologies may be 
more suitable and appropriate than others by providing
better fuel economy and drivability. Choice of the
appropriate topology requires preliminary study of driving
cycles, vehicle size and weight, desired performance, and
on-road/off-road application. Once the topology has been 
selected, the design of an effective energy management
control strategy is an essential key for an efficient hybrid
electric vehicle (HEV). 

At any time and for any vehicle speed, the control 
strategy has to determine the power distribution between
primary energy converter (FC) and renewable electrical
storage system (RESS), as well as the optimal gear ratio of 
the transmission, if any. Regardless of the vehicle topology,
the primary objective of any control strategy is to satisfy the
driver’s power demand by managing the power flows from
the various energy storage devices to minimize fuel 
consumption and simultaneously satisfying other constraints
such as regulation of the RESS state of charge (SOC) or 
state of energy (SOE), emissions and drivability.

In order to meet these requirements, many optimal control
strategies for HEVs have been proposed in the past. In 
particular, they can be classified in three groups: dynamic

programming approaches as in [1], intelligent control
techniques such as rule based, fuzzy logic [2] and neural
networks [3], and methods based on the conversion of the
electric power into equivalent fuel consumption [4],[5].
Unfortunately, these approaches have some major
drawbacks like the necessity to know the driving cycle a
priori and the difficulty in finding an analytical expression 
for the controller [1]-[3]. It follows that, in practical
applications, the real behavior of the system will differ even
significantly from the optimal solution.

In this paper, an overview of control problems for 
different vehicle topologies with two or more DOF is
presented. The control problems are cast in a general 
framework independent on the topology. A revised and 
extended version of the equivalent control minimization
strategy (ECMS) proposed by Paganelli [4],[5] and by Pisu
[6],[7] is then used to solve the energy consumption
minimization problem. The paper also describes the problem
of control for drivability in power split systems [8],[9]
illustrating a solution based on the combination of the
ECMS strategy with traditional linear/non-linear controls. 
Details of this solution are reported in [9].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II different 
hybrid electric vehicle topologies are illustrated, whereas in
Section III the energy management problem is explained. 
Section IV deals with the explanation of the proposed 
equivalent control minimization strategy for 2-DOF and 3-
DOF systems. In Section V, the control policy is extended to
consider the drivability aspect.
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II. HYBRID ELECTRIC VEHICLE TOPOLOGIES
In Fig. 1, a parallel hybrid powertrain configuration for a 
passenger car is depicted. An internal combustion engine
(ICE) is coupled to an electric motor (EM) in a pre-
transmission configuration. A renewable energy storage 
system (RESS) constituted in general by batteries or
supercapacitors provide the necessary energy storage for the 
electric motor to function either as motor or generator.
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Fig. 1. Parallel hybrid configuration.
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of a parallel hybrid with pre-transmission
mechanical coupling. 

Figures 2 and 3 represent two possible schematic
representations of parallel hybrid configurations: the first
with pre-transmission mechanical coupling, and the second 
with post-transmission mechanical coupling.  In this case,
the power summation node is a mechanical summation node,
i.e.
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation of a parallel hybrid with post-transmission
mechanical coupling. 

power summation is obtained by addition of the mechanical
torque from ICE engine Pfc and electric machine Pel. So, 
instead of reasoning in terms of power, it is possible,
without loss of generality, to reason in terms of torque, and 
rewrite the power constraint aselfcreq PPP

)()( embbicetgtreq TTnT for pre-transmission

embbicetgtreq TTnT )( for post-transmission
where t(ng) is the gear ratio function of the gear number, b

is the gear ratio of the mechanical coupling, t is the
transmision efficiency, Tice is the torque produced by the
engine, Tem is the torque produced by the electric motor, Treq

is the requested torque from the driver, and 
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with b efficiency of the mechanical coupling. In most recent 
developments, it is possible to have a RESS connected to
more than one electric motor (EM). 

For the case of series hybrid, a schematic picture is shown
in Fig. 4 and 5. In this case, the power summation node is an
electrical summation node, i.e. power summation is obtained
by addition of the electric power from generator and the
electric storage. 

In addition to the topologies illustrated, we have at least
two different RESS architectures. The first architecture is
depicted in Fig. 6 where there is a dedicated DC/DC 
converter for each power source. The second one instead has
only one DC/DC converter for one of the two sources 
(Supercaps) while the other one is directly connected to the
electric bus. 

Fig. 4. Series hybrid configuration.
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Fig. 5. Schematic representation of a series hybrid topology.
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Fig. 6. Schematic representation of the connection of two electrical power
sources: configuration 1.

In series hybrid powertrain, additional fuel converter
configurations are also available. In particular, we consider
two additional architectures. The first is constituted by two
engines and one generator as illustrated in Fig. 7. The two
engines are coupled in such a way that they are counter
rotating. One engine is connected to the rotor of the
generator while the other one is connected to the stator. In 
this condition, the torque is the same while the speed is 
added. From a control point of view, one engine will be
always running while the second one will be used when
additional power is need. Sizing of the engines is very
important, as well as appropriate control to guarantee
maximum efficiency engine operation.
The second architecture instead is constituted by two gensets 
where the generator can be both synchronous or one of them
can be asynchronous (Fig. 8). 
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Fig. 7. Schematic representation of the connection of two engines and one 
generator.

In the case of synchronous generators, the two gensets must
have same speed and phase as to be synchronized. If instead
one of the two is asynchronous, then the corresponding
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genset must run at a slightly higher speed than the other one
depending on the slip conditions.
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Fig. 8. Schematic representation of the connection of two gensets.

Finally, there exists another topology called “power split”,
which is very common in commercial passenger cars (e.g.
Ford Escape HEV) and constitutes a combination of parallel
and series topologies (Fig. 9). 
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Fig. 9. Schematic representation of power split topology.

This topology is constituted by an engine coupled to an
integrated starter-alternator (ISA) and a second electric
motor (EM) which maybe connected to the rear axle of the 
vehicle, and then mechanically decoupled from the rest of
the powertrain. Both ISA and EM are connected to the same
RESS. With this configuration, the powertrain can function
in parallel pre-transmission mode (ICE+ISA), post-
transmission mode (ICE+EM), series mode (ICE+ISA in 
regeneration mode and EM in motoring mode), and anything
in between.

III. ENERGY MANAGEMENT PROBLEM
The basic challenge of energy management in a hybrid

electric vehicle is to assure optimal use and regeneration of 
the total energy in the vehicle. Regardless of the powertrain
configuration, at any time and for any vehicle speed, the 
control strategy has to determine the power distribution
between primary energy converter (FC) and renewable
electrical storage system (RESS) [4]-[7]. When two storage 
systems or two fuel converters are available additional 
power distribution between the RESSs and between the fuel
converters has to be determined. These decisions are 
constrained by two factors. First of all, the motive power
requested by the driver must always be satisfied up to a
known limit (maximum power demand). Secondly, the state
of charge of the RESS must be maintained within preferred
limits, allowing the vehicle to be charge sustaining. Within
these constraints, the first objective is to operate the
powertrain in order to achieve the maximum fuel economy.
Ideally the motive power must be split at each time to 
minimize the overall fuel consumption over a given trip,
such as 

                   (1) 
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where T is the duration of the trip,  is the fuel flow
rate at time

)(tm f

t , tP iel, is the power provided by the ith

electrical accumulator at time t , tP ifc, is the power
provided by the ith fuel converter (engine only or engine
plus generator depending on the configuration) at time t, Preq

is the power requested by the driver and SOEi is the state of 
energy of the RESSi and it is related to the energy or charge
accumulated in the RESSi (i.e. SOEi is an indicator of how 
much energy can be stored or withdrawn from the RESSi).
The main problem with this approach is that in order to
solve such an optimization problem the whole driving
schedule has to be known a priori, thus real-time control
cannot be readily implemented.  To avoid this drawback, 
one can replace the global criterion by a local one, reducing 
the problem to a minimization of the equivalent fuel
consumption at each time [4], [5].  The local criteria 
becomes at all times

               (2) ttm eqf
itielPtifcP

)(min ,
2,1:)(,),(,

where tm eqf ,  is the equivalent fuel flow rate at time t and
with the same constraints as before.  The equivalent fuel cost

tm eqf , is the sum of the actual fuel consumption rate of the

fuel converter, tm fc , and the equivalent fuel use of the
RESS, tm eqRESSf ,, . The global minimization problem
represented in (1) and the local minimization shown in (2)
are not strictly equivalent.  However, local minimization
results in a formulation amenable to real-time control, while
the use of the equivalent fuel flow rate indirectly accounts 
for the non-local nature of the problem.

IV. EQUIVALENT CONTROL MINIMIZATION
STRATEGY

The equivalent fuel consumption minimization strategy is
based on the assumption of quasi-static behavior of the
system. In general, for a normal vehicle, this behavior is
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characterized by capturing phenomena that are in the order
of 0.5-1 sec, while faster dynamics are neglected. The main
idea consists in assigning future fuel savings and costs to the
actual use of electric energy, and in particular:

a present discharge of the RESS corresponds to a 
future fuel consumption that will be necessary to 
recharge the RESS; 
a present battery charge corresponds to a future fuel 
savings because this energy will be available in the
future to be used at a lower cost. 

The strategy is charge sustaining because balances the costs
in the future with the savings in the future. The equivalent
fuel consumption is generally defined as 

)(),( ,,,, eleqRESSficeiceICEfeqf PmPmm   (3) 
where ice, is the engine speed, and Pice, is the power
provided by the engine.
In the following sections we distinguish between a 2-DOF 
system where there is a single power split (single fuel
converter and single RESS), and systems with higher DOF 
where splits among RESSs and fuel converters are
considered.

A.  Equivalent fuel consumption for 2-DOF systems
In the following, we will consider discharging and charging
condition separately. With the term “recharging conditions”
we intend the time intervals when there is an energy flow 
from the fuel converter to the RESS, while with the term
“recovering conditions” we intend the time intervals when
there is an energy flow from the wheels to the RESS. 

1) Discharging mode 
The amount of energy  removed from the

RESS at a given power Pel during an interval t is
disRESSE ,

)(,
,,

eldisel

el
disRESSdisRESS P

Pt
PtE              (4) 

where for the parallel hybrid
)()()( ,,, eldisRESSeldisembeldisel PPP

with b efficiency of the mechanical coupling, em,dis

efficiency of the electric motor at discharging, and ,RESS,dis

efficiency of the electric storage at discharging, whereas for 
the series hybrid 

)()()( ,,, eldisRESSeldispeeldisel PPP
with pe,dis efficiency of the power electronics that connects 
the electric storage to the electric bus during discharging.
The future cost of isdisRESSE ,

g
E

E
Cc

chgtot

disRESS
chgtotdisE

,

,
,,             (5) 

where  is the total energy recharged in the future,

 is the cost of . This cost is a fraction of the
cost of the total energy recharged into the RESS. 

chgtotE ,
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The cost of the total energy recharged in the future is 
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where is the total energy flowing from the

tank to the RESS,  is the low heating value of the

fuel, is the power from the fuel converter to the

RESS, and 

RESSTANKtotE ,

LHVQ

RESSfcP ,

genset  is the combined efficiency of ICE and 
generator.
By substituting the above expressions into (5) we have 
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Approximating the efficiencies by their average values, we 
can write 

t
Q
P
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c

LHV
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1

1
11

,/,,
,

where
rechgfc ,

is the average efficiency of the fuel converter 

during recharge, rechgel , is the average efficiency of the 

electric path during recharge, and rechrecovR /  is the average 
value of

..

,

..

,

/ |)(|

|)(|
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chgRESS

rechrecov dttP

dttP

R

The cost in terms of fuel of discharging the RESS, i.e. the
equivalent fuel consumption of the RESS in discharging
mode, is

LHV

el

eldiselrechg
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eqRESSf Q
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c
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with
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where Trechg is the future time spent in recharge mode.

2) Charging mode
The amount of energy added to the RESS at a given

power Pel during an interval t is
tPPPtE elelchgelchgRESSchgRESS )(,,,   (7) 

where for the parallel hybrid
)()()( ,,, elchgRESSelchgembelchgel PPP

with b efficiency of the mechanical coupling, em,chg

efficiency of the electric motor during charging, and ,RESS,chg

efficiency of the electric storage during charging, while for
the series hybrid 

)()()( ,,, elchgRESSelchgpeelchgel PPP
with pe,chg efficiency of the power electronics that connects 
the electric storage to the electric bus during charging.
The future saving (negative cost) associated with 

ischgRESSE ,

g
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E
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chgRESS
distotchgE

,
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,,             (8) 

where is the total energy discharged in the future,

 is the saving due . This saving is a fraction of 
the savings due to the total energy discharged from the
RESS.

distotE ,

distotS , distotE ,

The savings due to the total energy discharged in the future
is

gdt
t

tPt
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where is the total energy flowing from the
RESS to the tank (virtual).

TANKRESStotE ,

Approximating the efficiencies by their average values, we 
can write 

t
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P
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disE )(,

,

,
,

where rechgfc, is the average efficiency of the fuel

converter during recharge, and rechgel , is the average 
efficiency of the electric path during recharge. 
The cost in terms of fuel of charging the RESS, i.e. the 
equivalent fuel consumption of the RESS in charging mode,
is
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with
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where Tdis is the future time spent in discharge mode.
Summarizing, we can write the expression for the equivalent
fuel consumption of the RESS as 

LHV

el
elchgel

diseldiselrechg
eqRESSf Q
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P
m )(1)1(
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11

,
,

,, (10)

where 1 for Pel 0 and 0 otherwise.

In practical situations, the efficiencies dis  and rechg are
considered as unknown parameters to be tuned or estimated.

B. Equivalent fuel consumption  for 3-DOF systems or 
more

For a vehicle with two engines (Fig. 7) or two gensets (Fig.
8), the equivalent minimization function given by (3) 
becomes

1,,

2,2,2,1,11,
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1,1,1,
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m

eq

eq

where 1,iceP is some power level for ICE1 that depends on the
design parameters.
In order to illustrate how the previous equations for the 2-
DOF system can be extended, we will consider the case of a 
series hybrid with two RESSs. Results for the parallel hybrid
cases can be obtained in a similar way. In the case of two
RESSs (Fig. 6), the equivalent fuel consumption given by
(3) becomes

)()(
),(

2,2,1,1,

,,

elRESSfelRESSf

iceiceICEfeqf

PmPm
Pmm

eqeq
    (11) 

As in (5) and (8), it is possible to associate to each RESS a 
cost of discharging and a saving of charging of the form

g
E

E
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chgtoti

disiRESS
chgtotidisiE
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,,,,         (12) 

g
E

E
Ss
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distotichgiE
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,,
,,,,        (13) 

where disiRESSE ,, is the amount of energy removed from

RESSi (i=1,2), chgiRESSE ,,  is the amount of energy added 

to RESSi ,  is the total energy recharged in the futurechgtotiE ,,
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to RESSi,  is the cost of ,  is the

total energy discharged in the future by RESSi,  is 

the saving due . After some manipulations and 
approximating the efficiencies by their average values, it can 
be shown that during discharging

chgtotiC ,, chgtotiE ,, distotiE ,,

distotiS ,,

distotiE ,,

LHV

iel

ieldisielirechg

disiE
iRESSf Q

P

Pt

c
m

eq

,

,,,,

,,
,, )(

11
(14)

where irechg , is some average recharging efficiency, and 

)()()( ,,,,,,,,, ieldisiRESSieldisipeieldisiel PPP
with pe,i,dis efficiency of the power electronics that connects 
the electric storage to the electric bus during discharging,
and ,RESS,i,dis efficiency of the electric storage RESSi at 
discharging. During charging conditions

LHV

iel
ielchgiel

idis

disiE
iRESSf Q

P
P

t

s
m

eq

,
,,,

,

,,
,, )(1

(15)

where idis, is some average discharging efficiency, and 

)()()( ,,,,,,,,, ielchgiRESSielchgipeielchgiel PPP
with pe,i,chg efficiency of the power electronics that connects 
the electric storage RESSi to the electric bus during charging
and ,RESS,i,chg efficiency of the electric storage RESSi during
charging.

V. CONTROL FOR DRIVABILITY

A. Drivability Problem
One of the primary objectives of the control strategy is 

to assure acceptable drivability of the vehicle. Several 
metrics have been proposed to quantify the drivability of a 
hybrid vehicle [8], [9]. The vast majority of these drivability
metrics focus on achieving smooth gear shifting and 
minimizing excessive driveline vibrations.

B. Dynamic Driveline Model
The drivability control model that is explained here is 

an extension of the earlier work presented in [9]. 
The dynamics model is formulated for a specific power-split
hybrid driveline configuration. The driveline incorporates a 
traction electric motor which drives the electric rear axle,
and an ICE and an integrated started-alternator (ISA)
mechanically coupled on the front axle. The representative
architecture was previously shown in Fig. 9.

The details of the driveline model can be seen in Fig. 10.
A nonlinear lumped parameter dynamic model is obtained
using the method of Lagrange:

_

( )
( , )

ICE ISA ICE ICE ICE ICE ISA

TC P ICE TR

J J b T T
T (16a)

_ ( , ) ( )TR TR TC T ICE TR TR FJ T g T (16b)

GBREMEMEMEMEM TbTJ (16c)

_ _
F R

VEH VEH B F B R RD
F R

T T
m v T T F

r r
(16d)

where  represent various inertias, are torques at 

different locations of the driveline,
*J *T

*  are speeds, 

( )TR g and GB  are the gear ratios for the transmission and 

the electric machine gearbox ( ( )TR g  is a function of

g={0,1..5}, gear index), are viscous friction coefficients, 

are wheel radii, are brake torques (subscripts F and R

denote front and rear wheels),  is the vehicle mass,

 is the vehicle speed and  is the air drag. The 
engine torque is transmitted to the front axle via a torque
converter (TC). Expressions for the loads at the front,

and the rear,  wheels are given as 

*b

*r _*BT

VEHm

VEHv RDF

FT

RT

Fig. 10 Representative Driveline Dynamic Model 

( ) ( )
( ) (

F F TR VEH F F TR VEH F

R R EM GB VEH R R EM GB VEH R

T k x r b v r

T k x r b v r )
where VEH VEHx v  and * * .

C. Decoupled Drivability Control 
The control strategy can be developed after expressing the
dynamic equations using a proper state-space model. Define 
the following state vector: 

[ ]T
ICE TR EM VEH TR EM VEHx v x

The input torques of a 3-DOF system form the control
vector:
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[ ]T
ICE ISA EMu T T T

The system given by (16a-d) can be re-written as 
     (17)( )Mx f x Bu

where is the vector of lumped uncertainties and
disturbance torques, and 

4 3

1 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 1

0
B ; { 1 1 1ICE TR EM VEHdiag J J J mM }

along with the following mechanical constraints imposed by
the actuators and states: 

MAXICEICE TT ,0

, ,EM MIN EM EM MAXT T T ; MAXISAISAMINISA TTT ,,

MAXICEICE ,0 ; MAXEMEMMINEM ,,

The instantaneous power demand, , is another hard
constraint that should be respected by the controller. It can
be written in the following compact form

INSTP

      (18)T
INSTP x Bu

Analysis of (18) reveals that the drivability control can be
treated separately from the equivalent fuel consumption
control ( ). Using the null control directions of the
power constraint [9]

ECMSu

3

1

1 0

( ) 1 ,

0

TKer x B span x

x

enables the choice of the following drivability control vector

3 1( ) [0 ]Tu x x x

Thus, if is a solution of (18) thenECMSu

ECMSu u u

also satisfies the power demand, where . Barbarisi [9]
also treated SOC control as an individual component, hence 
entirely decoupling SOC control from fuel management and 
drivability controls.  Note that the additional drivability
control input does not affect the instantaneous power of the
vehicle which is determined by the equivalent fuel
consumption control strategy. Following section describes
an optimal control solution to obtain .

D. Drivability Metrics and Optimal Control 
The optimal control design is based on minimizing a

single or a set of drivability metrics and the control effort.
Various definitions of drivability have been proposed and a 
survey of these metrics can be found in [8].

Combining one or more drivability metrics a cost function
can be defined as 

2 2

0

[( ( , )) ]J g x t dt

where  is the preferred drivability metric(s) and( , )g x t
0 is a weighting factor. An infinite horizon, gain

scheduled LQR design requires the dynamics (17) to be 
linearized at the operating points

x A x B

1 1

1

( ) uf x

x x
A M M B

B M Bu

Instead of having the controller run in real-time, the cost
function is computed on a discrete grid of states, and for 
each grid point the controllability of the system is verified
and the steady-state Riccati equation is solved for P:

1 0T TA P PA PB B P Q

The resulting controller is 
( )K x x

where . The control gains, K(x), are 
computed offline and a look-up table is generated using an 
array of potential values of the state variables.

( ) (1/ ) ( )TK x B P x
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